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Abstract
This poster summarizes an initial research proposal and then
critically assesses where novice researchers failed. The
research aim was to “find a better Quality of Service control
mechanism for Internet Streaming”. However, neither topic
nor question was properly “tamed”!
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Introduction
This research project was drafted late during the visit by four
junior members of staff from university in China.

Observations
There were warning signed all along the way:
(1) eMails sent to do project after their departure, mostly
went unanswered
(2) Internal research funding approved but committee didn’t
have subject field knowledge for constructive criticism.
(3) External organization never shared with us, their project
approvals and the study of current literature
(4) Referees of CITRENZ 2011 assessed Abstract submitted
and invited full paper, qualifying: “It is not clear what is
the novel contribution from this paper. Perhaps the title
is misleading, it seems the focus is on building a
simulation model?”
So I reviewed documentation to assess the case with my
weak subject knowledge re internet technology and network
performance, but having reasonable research skills.
This poster paper appeared at the 2nd annual conference of
Computing and Information Technology Research and Education
New Zealand (CITRENZ2011) incorporating the 24th Annual
Conference of the National Advisory Committee on Computing
Qualifications, Rotorua, New Zealand, July 6-8. Samuel Mann and
Michael Verhaart (Eds).
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Project setting

Scheduled plan
The external proposal indicated stages as Preparation,
Implementation and Analyse & Summarise.
My funding
proposal provided for early external review by CITRENZ
paper referees since we do not have the technical skills re
networking performance and the simulation software their
institution holds.

Aims and main content

Planning this early external feedback, was a blessing.

Criticism: Top 5 items

Creative and special features

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Definitely not clear what research problem/question is
Poor language, therefore meaning often unclear
Many duplications, often with contradictions!
Unsubstantiated “contextualization” (ie Literature?!)
(5) Mixing what exists and what to create
Basically, I should have seen the writing on the wall…

Can this project be saved?
Network performance is important subject, but one needs to
formulate clear research problem/question from which added
benefits like case studies or tools for teaching, are derived.
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